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Abstract: Vaccinations are a crucial intervention in combating infectious diseases. The three
neurotropic Alphaviruses, Eastern (EEEV), Venezuelan (VEEV), and Western (WEEV) equine
encephalitis viruses, are pathogens of interest for animal health, public health, and biological
defense. In both equines and humans, these viruses can cause febrile illness that may progress to
encephalitis. Currently, there are no licensed treatments or vaccines available for these viruses in
humans. Experimental vaccines have shown variable efficacy and may cause severe adverse effects.
Here, we outline recent strategies used to generate vaccines against EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV with an
emphasis on virus-vectored and plasmid DNA delivery. Despite candidate vaccines protecting against
one of the three viruses, few studies have demonstrated an effective trivalent vaccine. We evaluated
the potential of published vaccines to generate cross-reactive protective responses by comparing
DNA vaccine sequences to a set of EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV genomes and determining the vaccine
coverages of potential epitopes. Finally, we discuss future directions in the development of vaccines
to combat EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV.

Keywords: Alphavirus; antigens; DNA vaccine; Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV); vaccine;
Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV); Western equine encephalitis virus (WEEV)

1. Introduction

Vaccinations provide an effective means of protection from infectious diseases for humans and
animals. Nevertheless, reactive vaccine developments are driven only by outbreaks, and epidemics
leave populations at-risk for re-emerging diseases. This has been highlighted by recent epidemics by
the arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses) Chikungunya [1] and Zika [2]. The coronavirus vaccine
development is another example, where an investment in a forward-looking vaccine design could help
to prevent new outbreaks, rather than responding only when the latest viral outbreak emerges as a
threat to global health, which delays the development of an effective vaccination countermeasure [3–7].

Arboviruses have emerged and re-emerged sporadically for centuries, but recent decades have
seen increased rates of geographic dispersal due to factors such as growth of global transportation,
urbanization, and failure of mosquito control [8]. In addition, by 2050, it is estimated that half of the
world’s population will live in tropical environments, which altogether favors the re-emergence of
these viruses [9].
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Alphaviruses are members of the family Togaviridae; that contain enveloped positive-sense
single-stranded RNA viruses, approximately 70 nm in diameter. Alphaviruses are often classified
based on where they were originally isolated as either New- or Old-World viruses. New-World
Alphaviruses, Eastern (EEEV), Venezuelan (VEEV), and Western (WEEV) equine encephalitis viruses
circulate between rodents or birds and mosquito vectors and can spill over into equine and human
populations [10]. In humans, these arboviruses cause disease of variable severity, ranging from mild
febrile illness to life-threatening encephalitis [11]. Patients who survive infection may suffer long-term
reduced quality of life, as well as high financial burdens; the lifetime cost to a person who suffers
residual sequelae from EEEV infection can be several million US dollars [11,12].

Although in most cases EEEV results in a self-limiting illness, it can cause severe encephalitis
with 30–75% mortality in humans, depending on age, and up to 90% in horses [11]. Symptoms include
fever, vomiting, respiratory complications, and focal neurological symptoms. Death is rapid, within
3–5 days after infection, and 50–90% of survivors can have long-lasting neurological defects. EEEV was
identified in 1933 as a separate virus from WEEV by serology [13]. At least 285 cases have been reported
in the US alone since 1964 [11]; there is a cyclical pattern of reported cases in the USA, with a recent
peak in 2019. Interestingly, there have been reports of EEEV and VEEV coinfections in humans and
equines [14]. EEEV cases are most frequently reported in eastern North, South, and Central America.

VEEV was first discovered in equines (horses, donkeys, and mules) in 1936 after an investigation
into sick horses in Venezuela [15]. Human VEEV infection was first reported in the 1960s,
where a connection with mosquitos as the transmitting vector was described, as were cases of
laboratory-acquired infections [16]. Since that time, there have been hundreds of thousands of human
infections by VEEV in the Americas. Large individual outbreaks in humans with VEEV have been
reported, such as in 1995 in Columbia, which resulted in ~75,000 infections, 3000 cases of neurological
sequelae, and 300 deaths. A 1971 outbreak in Texas infected 86 individuals, and at least 12 had long-term
neurological complications [17]. In the 1960s in Columbia [18], approximately 200,000 human cases of
VEEV occurred, along with lethal infection in 100,000 equines [19]. VEEV infection in humans often
results in a self-resolving mild flu-like syndrome. In a subset of patients, severe disease can occur,
beginning with flu-like symptoms and progressing to encephalitis with high mortality. Overall, 1–4%
of VEEV patients develop neurological symptoms, which can cause lethality or lifelong damage;
additionally, birth defects and fetal demise can occur in infected pregnant women.

WEEV was discovered in 1930 during an encephalitis outbreak of thousands of horses and mules
in California, where roughly half of the infected animals died [20]. WEEV initial infection in humans is
usually mild but has a lethality rate of 3–7%, and up to 50% of survivors have permanent neurological
symptoms. Infants and very young children have the highest risk of developing neurological sequelae
after WEEV infection. These neurological complications include seizures, depression, paranoia,
weakness, hearing loss, anxiety, speech disorders, and intellectual defects. WEEV infections occur
primarily in the Central and Western United States. Over 1250 human WEEV cases have been reported.

Humans have generally been considered dead-end hosts, but recent evidence suggested that
they may develop sufficiently high-titer viremia to continue the transmission cycle for VEEV [21].
Furthermore, concerns have been raised over the possibility that these pathogens, particularly EEEV and
VEEV, could be transmitted as aerosols, making them potential bioterror agents [22]. Thus, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention designated these pathogens as Category B organisms because of
the ease of dissemination and the substantial morbidity associated with infection. There is an urgent
need for a human vaccine that can be used for biothreat defense and public health, as well as protection
for the agricultural community [23]. A trivalent vaccine that protect against EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV
would greatly reduce the biological threat posed by these viruses.

EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV each induce outbreaks in distinct geographical regions. Previously,
EEEV was classified as either North American or South American, but recently, South American
EEEV has been reclassified as a Madariaga virus, based on studies suggesting that it is genetically
distinct from North American EEEV [24]. This review will focus primarily on vaccines targeting
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North American EEEV. Cases of EEEV infection have been documented along the Gulf of Mexico
from Texas to Florida and along the Atlantic Coast from Florida to Canada [25]. VEEV outbreaks
have primarily been found in Central and South America but have spread as far north as the Southern
US [10], whereas cases of WEEV are known from the Western US [25]. The geographical expansion of
encephalitic Alphaviruses is particularly problematic in regions where host populations are entirely
immunologically naïve [26,27].

Despite the fact that veterinary vaccines are widely available [28], there are currently no vaccines
against EEEV, VEEV, or WEEV licensed for human use. Early research on vaccines against equine
encephalitis viruses focused on the development of inactivated viruses through common methods
such as heat or formalin [29]. Viruses were propagated in experimentally infected mice, horses,
or chick embryos, isolated from infected tissues (brains), and subsequently inactivated [30]. In 1961,
the US Army developed a live-attenuated vaccine called TC-83 and, in 1974, a formalin-inactivated
vaccine called C-84 [31,32]. These vaccines have been used exclusively for laboratory and military
personnel at risk for contracting VEEV and to immunize horses. TC-83 was developed by passaging of
the virulent Trinidad donkey strain 83 times through guinea pig heart cell cultures [33]. This serial
passage resulted in mutations in the 5′ noncoding region, nsp3, E2, E1, and 3′ noncoding region [34,35].
The current live-attenuated TC-83 can be transmitted by mosquitos and causes adverse side effects
in ~20% of recipients [31]. TC-83 also has a high rate (~18%) of serological nonresponse [31]
and (worryingly) has the potential to cause pancreatic disease [36] and teratogenic effects [37].
C-84, though associated with lower reactogenicity than TC-83, provides only short-term immunity in
animal models and fails to protect against an aerosol challenge in hamsters [38]. It is therefore used
only as a booster for TC-83 non-responders [39]. Furthermore, the incomplete inactivation of a VEEV
equine vaccine caused an epidemic from 1969 to 1972, highlighting the potential dangers of live-virus
vaccines [40]. The investigational EEEV vaccine TS-GSD 104 and WEEV vaccine TS-GSD 210 were
developed from attenuated strains and formalin-inactivated [41]. Same-day administration of these
two investigational vaccines resulted in immune interference in humans [41]. Immune interference
was also found when TS-GSD 104, TS-GSD 210, and TC-83 were used sequentially to immunize human
volunteers [42]. Thus, the impact of immune interference should be considered when developing
multivalent vaccines. From the perspectives of biodefense and costs associated with severe illness,
there is an urgent need for the development of an improved vaccine against EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV
that is well-tolerated and highly immunogenic [23]. Here, we review recent progress made towards
safe and immunogenic vaccines.

2. Animal Models and Strain Selection for Vaccine Evaluation

2.1. Animal Models

The usefulness of animal models to study any infectious disease relies on the ability of the
model to reproduce characteristics of human disease. Readers are directed to an in-depth review
describing animal models of Alphavirus encephalitis [43]. Briefly, horses are natural hosts and highly
susceptible to epizootic strains, but they are unsuitable for routine vaccine testing due to their size,
the veterinary expertise required for their use in experimental studies, and cost. Hamsters, rabbits,
and guinea pigs have been used to a lesser extent. Of these animals, hamsters are the best-described
and develop high titers of EEEV and WEEV in the brain, but after a subcutaneous infection with
VEEV, some hamsters succumb to infection before central nervous system disease develops [44].
Mouse models have been studied extensively and can be used to study biodefense (aerosol infection)
and mosquito transmission (subcutaneous infection). Although the subcutaneous route is traditionally
administered via needle-inoculation, recent evidence from other viruses has suggested that the infection
from a mosquito bite differs from a needle-inoculation in key features such as tissue tropism and
replication kinetics [45]. Most nonhuman primate studies have used cynomolgus macaques, which are
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anatomically and immunologically similar to humans and susceptible to various routes of infection,
including subcutaneous injection and exposure to aerosols.

2.2. Viral Strain Selection

Only a few challenge strains can feasibly be used when determining vaccine efficacy. Rationale for
strain selection can depend on access to select-agent facilities (some strains are select agents; some are
not) or access to BSL-3 laboratories (some BSL-2 vaccine strains of VEEV are available). Viral strains or
isolates can be derived from human patient samples, equids, rodents, or mosquitos and may be selected
based on the type of experiment being conducted. Rusnak et al. [46] described criteria for VEEV
strain selection and propagation in detail based on the US Food and Drug Administration Animal
Rule guidelines, Department of Defense vaccine requirements, strain availability, and experience
generating challenge agents within the Filovirus Animal Nonclinical Group. Similar criteria were
described by Wolfe et al. [23] for trivalent vaccine candidates: (1) strains from human clinical cases or
those known to be capable of causing human disease, (2) strains with a low and well-characterized
passage-history and that have been sequenced periodically to identify any pertinent changes to the
genome or individual genes during cell passages in mammalian or insect cells [47], (3) relevant strains
that are currently circulating, (4) strains that mimic a disease state in humans, (5) strains that are
accessible to laboratories authorized to work with select agents, and (6) a panel of strains to test the
breadth of protection [23,46]. Frequently used strains include VEEV Trinidad donkey, EEEV FL93-939,
WEEV 71V-1658, and WEEV CBA-87.

3. Vaccine Strategies

Currently, there are several vaccines under development to protect against encephalitic
Alphaviruses. Candidate vaccines have been developed using various approaches: live-attenuated
virus, inactivated virus, passive immunization, replicon particles, viral vectors, and DNA;
vaccine strategies against VEEV were recently reviewed by Sharma and Knollmann-Ritschel [48].
While multiple types of vaccine platforms are used to combat infection of a wide range of pathogens,
there are considerations to be taken into account when designing vaccines for pathogens of special
interest. Live-attenuated viruses are often immunogenic, induce both cell-mediated and humoral
responses, and do not require adjuvants to be effective. However, these vaccines may induce side effects,
and some studies have shown that mosquitos can acquire attenuated Alphaviruses from vaccinated
equids [49,50].

The safety and stability of live-attenuated vaccines has been dramatically improved through
rational design using techniques including codon-deoptimization, gene rearrangement, and targeted
attenuating mutations. Codon-deoptimization, the replacement of commonly used codons with rare
codons, can significantly reduce protein translation, which has been shown to enhance the attenuation
of several live viral vaccines [51–54]. Similarly, gene order in a viral genome is highly conserved, and the
rearrangement of some key genes can greatly reduce viral growth rates [55]. Attenuating mutations
have been the most common method for reducing the virulence of live vaccine strains, but some
mutations are more stable than others. The rational selection of highly stable attenuating mutations has
significantly increased viral vaccine safety [56]. DNA-launched live-attenuated vaccines are a promising
technology showing an improved safety, stability, and efficacy of RNA viruses by encoding the complete
genome in a DNA plasmid that is then transcribed by the host cells in vivo [57]. This technology has
been used to improve the safety of the VEEV TC-83 vaccine by introducing the stable attenuating
mutation (E2-T120A) in the viral glycoprotein [58], as well as the rearrangement of structural genes
such that the capsid is expressed downstream of the glycoprotein [59].

Inactivated vaccines are generally safe (unless the inactivation is incomplete, as has likely
occurred with VEEV [40]) but may induce short-lived immunity that requires frequent booster shots.
Passive immunization with antibodies (often derived from prior immunization) can protect against
infectious virus challenge, but antibody targets should be considered, as protection can differ depending
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on the targeted epitope [60,61]. Another strategy uses alphavirus replicon particles derived by deleting
genes encoding structural proteins such as the capsid; these have shown to be effective both as
individual and trivalent vaccines against EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV [62]. Viral-vectored vaccines have
the advantage of inducing robust cell-mediated responses in addition to antibody generation due to
their ability to generate target antigens inside infected cells. However, these vaccines may have a
higher risk of inducing side effects [4], and in some cases, there may be a high level of pre-existing
immunity to the vector itself in target populations [63]. Plasmid DNA vaccines are generally safe
and can induce both antibody and T cell responses but tend to induce short-lived responses and may
require multiple boosts. The flexibility to rapidly generate novel sequences matching viral outbreak
strains is a major advantage of plasmid DNA vaccines. This review focuses on viral vector and plasmid
DNA vaccines as newer approaches for combating encephalitic Alphaviruses (Figure 1).
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4. Recent Progress in the Development of Viral Vector Based Vaccines

Viral-vectored vaccines can express heterologous (different strain of the same virus) antigens and
induce strong antigen-specific immune responses. A Vaccinia virus expressing a hepatitis B antigen was
the first viral vector developed [64]; subsequently, numerous viruses including adenovirus, canarypox,
herpesvirus, lentivirus, and others have been explored for use as viral vectors [65]. In some cases,
viral-vectored vaccines can provide long-term immunity after a single dose [66]. Many viral vectors
are considered live vaccines, but replication is often deficient or attenuated to increase safety; however,
a reversion to virulence is often a concern. Thus, the use of safe viral vectors to deliver structural genes
has gained interest. In this section, we discuss various viral vectors for the delivery of antigens of
encephalitic Alphaviruses. Table 1 provides a summary of recent vectored vaccines.
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Table 1. Summary of recent recombinant vector vaccine candidates for Eastern, Venezuelan, and Western equine encephalitis viruses.

Target Vaccine Genes Animal Model Doses,
Route

Induced Immune
Responses Challenge

Route
% Survival Post-Challenge

Reference
CI 1 HI 2 Homologous Heterologous

Adenovirus

VEEV

RAd/VEEV#3 E3-E2-6K BALB/c mice

3, IN 3 NT 4 Yes Aerosol 90 50–100 [67]

2, IN NT Yes Aerosol 10 NT [68]

3, IN NT Yes Aerosol 20 NT [69]

RAd/VEEV#3 +CpG E3-E2-6K BALB/c mice 2, IN NT Yes Aerosol 40 NT [68]

RAd/VEEV#3 -CO E3-E2-6K BALB/c mice 3, IN NT Yes Aerosol 90 NT [69]

WEEV
Ad5-WEEV

E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2, IM 5 NT Yes IN 100 NT [70]

1, IM NT Yes IN 100 88–100 [71]

Ad5-E1 6K-E1 BALB/c mice 1, IM Yes No IN 100 0–100 [72]

Eilat Virus

EEEV EILV/EEEV C-E3-E2-6K-E1 CD-1 mice 1, SC 6 NT Yes IP 7 100 NT

[73]

VEEV EILV/VEEV C-E3-E2-6K-E1 CD-1 mice 1, SC NT Yes SC NT 100

EEEV, VEEV
EILV/EEEV,
EILV/VEEV,

EILV/CHIKV

C-E3-E2-6K-E1
and C-E2-E1 CD-1 mice 1, SC NT Yes IP or SC 80 90

Equine Herpes Virus

VEEV rH_VEEV E3-E2-6K-E1 NIH Swiss mice 2, SC NT Yes SC NT 0–100 [74]

Isfahan Virus

EEEV, VEEV rISFV-VEEV/rISFV-EEEV E3-E2-6K-E1 CD-1 mice 1, IM NT Yes IP or SC 100 NT [75]

Sindbis Virus

EEEV SIN/NAEEEV C-E3-E2-6K-E1
NIH Swiss mice 1, SC NT Yes IP 80–100 NT [76]

Cynomolgus
macaques 1, SC NT Yes Aerosol 82 NT [77]
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Table 1. Cont.

Target Vaccine Genes Animal Model Doses,
Route

Induced Immune
Responses Challenge

Route
% Survival Post-Challenge

Reference
CI 1 HI 2 Homologous Heterologous

VEEV

SIN-83 C-E3-E2-6K-E1 NIH Swiss mice
1, SC NT Yes SC NT 100 [78]

1, SC Yes Yes IC 8 IN or SC NT 80–100

[79]

SAAR/TRD C-E3-E2-6K-E1
NIH Swiss mice 1, SC Yes Yes IC, IN or SC NT 100

Golden hamster 1, SC NT NT SC NT 100

SIN/TRD C-E3-E2-6K-E1
NIH Swiss mice 1, SC Yes Yes IC, IN or SC NT 100

Golden hamster 1, SC NT NT SC NT 100

SIN/ZPC C-E3-E2-6K-E1
NIH Swiss mice 1, SC Yes Yes IC, IN or SC 100 NT

Golden hamster 1, SC NT NT SC 100 NT

WEEV

SIN/CO92 C-E3-E2-6K-E1 NIH Swiss mice 1, SC NT Yes IN NT 40–100
[80]SIN/SIN/McM or

SIN/EEE/McM C-E3-E2-6K-E1 NIH Swiss mice 1, SC NT Yes IN 100 NT

Vaccinia Virus

EEEV MVA-BN-E E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2, SC NT Yes IN NT 100

[81]
VEEV MVA-BN-V E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2, SC NT Yes IN 100 NT

WEEV MVA-BN-W E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2, SC NT Yes IN NT 100

EEEV, VEEV,
WEEV MVA-BN-W +E+V E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2, SC NT Yes IN 90–100 60–100

Vesicular Stomatitis Virus

VEEV rVSIV-VEEV E3-E2-6K-E1 CD-1 mice 1, IM NT Yes SC 100 NT [75]
1 CI, cellular immunity; 2 HI, humoral immunity; 3 IN, intranasal; 4 NT, not tested; 5 IM, intramuscular; 6 SC, subcutaneous; 7 IP, intraperitoneal; and 8 IC, intracerebral.
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4.1. Adenovirus Vector

Adenovirus vectors are highly immunogenic, effective carriers of foreign antigens [82] and
have been explored for protection against VEEV and WEEV in mouse models. The human type
5 adenovirus was used to produce E3-E2-6K of the VEEV strain TC-83 in the RAd/VEEV#3 vaccine [67].
For vaccines delivering TC-83 genes, a challenge with Trinidad donkey was considered a homologous
strain. An immune response to a homologous challenge, which matches the vaccine strain, is less of
an accomplishment than to heterologous challenge, which may indicate cross-protective responses.
RAd/VEEV#3 provided almost complete protection (90%) against a homologous challenge with Trinidad
donkey, but when immunized mice were challenged with heterologous strains, a variable protection
(50–100%) was observed. RAd/VEEV#3 was further explored with the coadministration of CpG [68],
but CpG adjuvantation did not provide significantly better protection than RAd/VEEV#3 alone and
resulted in antibody responses directed against the adenovirus vector. The E3-E2-6K sequence was
codon optimized for expression in a mammalian host in the RAd/VEEV#3-CO vaccine, which provided
significantly better protection against homologous challenge than the nonoptimized vaccine [69].

The human adenovirus type 5 was also used to deliver WEEV antigens. Two studies evaluated
an adenovirus vector producing E3-E2-6K-E1 (Ad5-WEEV) from the WEEV strain 71V-1658 [70,71].
Initially, two doses of Ad5-WEEV were used to provide complete protection against a homologous
challenge [70]. In a follow-up study, a single-dose of Ad5-WEEV provided complete protection
against a homologous challenge and partial-to-complete protection against a heterologous WEEV
challenge. To determine if the adenovirus vector delivery of E1 alone could provide protection against
WEEV, Ad5-E1 was constructed using the sequence of 6K-E1 of 71V-1658 [72]. A single-dose of
Ad5-E1 provided complete protection against a homologous challenge, while a heterologous challenge
resulted in no-to-complete protection depending on the number of days that the challenge occurred
postvaccination. Overall, the robustness of adenovirus-vectored vaccines needs improvement to
protect against heterologous strains.

4.2. Eilat Virus Vector

Alphavirus vectors can be used to deliver antigens derived from bacteria, parasites, and viruses,
including Alphaviruses of the same or different species [83]. Recently, the Eilat virus (EILV),
an Alphavirus with a host range restricted to insects [84], was used to deliver the structural proteins
C-E3-E2-6K-E1 of EEEV and VEEV [73]. A single dose of EILV/EEEV or EILV/VEEV completely
protected against homologous and heterologous challenges, respectively. In the same study, a blending
of equal parts EILV/EEEV, EILV/VEEV, and EILV expressing the structural proteins C-E2-E1 from the
Chikungunya virus provided 80% protection against EEEV and 90% protection against VEEV challenges.
It was suggested that reduced efficacy with the multivalent vaccine compared to monovalent vaccines
may reflect an immune interference [73]. EILV has favorable characteristics as a vector, such as the
inability to replicate in vertebrates, which makes it an intrinsically safe approach. Although several
insect-specific viruses have been identified [85,86], they have largely been ignored for use as vaccine
vectors, but their applications in limited studies show great promise [73,87].

4.3. Equine Herpesvirus Vector

Equine herpesvirus type 1 (EHV-1) presents suitable characteristics to be a universal vaccine
vector: it can enter a wide variety of cell types, can accept large amounts of foreign DNA, and is easily
maintained and manipulated [88]. The vaccine candidate rH_VEEV used EHV-1 strain RacH to deliver
a codon-optimized sequence of E3-E2-6K-E1 from TC-83 [74]. Immunization of mice with rH_VEEV
conferred no protection with the lowest vaccine dose (102 plaque-forming units [PFU]) up to complete
protection with the highest vaccine dose (104 PFU) after challenge with a heterologous VEEV strain.
Neutralizing antibodies were not detected, leading the authors to speculate that T cell responses or
antibody-mediated protection unrelated to neutralizing activity played a role in protection. A better
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mechanistic understanding of rH_VEEV would be valuable for developing improved vaccines based
on rH_VEEV.

4.4. Isfahan Virus Vector

Isfahan virus (ISFV) of the genus Vesiculovirus resides in sandflies and can be transmitted to
humans but has not been conclusively associated with illness [89]. Vaccine candidates rISFV-EEEV
and rISFV-VEEV were developed by delivering foreign antigens E3-E2-6K-E1 in an ISFV strain [75].
The vaccines were used alone or as a bivalent mixture conferring 100% protection to homologous
challenge in a mouse model; protection was likely mediated by neutralizing antibodies. Future studies
should investigate the usefulness of this vaccine against heterologous challenges.

4.5. Sindbis Virus Vector

The Sindbis virus (SIN) is an Alphavirus belonging to the WEEV complex that was first
isolated from mosquitoes in Egypt and is one of the least pathogenic Alphaviruses known [90].
Chimeric SIN/EEEV, SIN/VEEV, and SIN/WEEV viruses have been investigated for use as live virus
vaccines. In one study, Sindbis virus was used for the nonstructural genes, and the EEEV structural
genes C-E3-E2-6K-E1 were derived from North American (NA) strain FL93-939 to create the vaccine
SIN/NAEEEV [76]. After immunization with SIN/NAEEEV, mice developed high titers of neutralizing
antibodies. Following challenge with FL93-939, 80–100% of mice vaccinated with SIN/NAEEV survived,
depending on the vaccine dose. This vaccine was also evaluated in a cynomolgus macaque model
with a lethal EEEV aerosol challenge [77]. Most (82%) SIN/NAEEEV vaccinated macaques survived
with little evidence of disease.

Four candidate Sindbis viral vaccines: SIN-83, SAAR/TRD, SIN/TRD, and SIN/ZPC have been
developed against VEEV. SIN-83 was constructed using structural genes C-E3-E2-6K-E1 from the VEEV
vaccine strain TC-83 [78]. Mice immunized with SIN-83 developed neutralizing antibodies at slightly
lower titers than TC-83 vaccination but did not cause detectable disease in mice. The SIN-83 vaccination
completely protected against the intranasal and subcutaneous and partially protected against the
intracerebral challenge with heterologous VEEV strain ZPC 738 [78,79]. Additional chimeric vaccines
SAAR/TRD and SIN/TRD expressing structural proteins from Trinidad donkey and SIN/ZPC-expressing
structural proteins from ZPC 738 were created [79]. All three vaccines protected 100% of mice and
hamsters challenged with VEEV strain ZPC 738. Safety is a concern with any live vaccine, and these
vaccines are no exception. In a six-day-old mouse model of VEEV central nervous system infection,
vaccination with the standard vaccine, TC-83, was lethal—100% of the vaccinated mouse pups died;
however, intermediate survival (60–80%) was observed for vaccination with SAAR/TRD, SIN/TRD,
or SIN/ZPC, and all mice survived vaccination with SIN-83 [79].

The Sindbis virus has also been used as a vector for the delivery of WEEV structural proteins.
Three vaccine candidates were constructed against WEEV, including SIN/CO92, SIN/SIN/McM,
and SIN/EEE/McM [80]. After a challenge with WEEV strain McMillan, 40–100% of mice vaccinated
with SIN/CO92 survived, depending on the vaccine dose. In contrast, all mice vaccinated with
SIN/SIN/McM or SIN/EEE/McM survived. This provides another example of improved postchallenge
survival when mice are immunized with structural proteins derived from the same strain that is used
for challenge.

4.6. Vaccinia Virus Vector

Modified vaccinia Ankara-Bavarian Nordic (MVA-BN) is a nonreplicating vector that has been
extensively used to deliver antigens and is approved for use in a smallpox vaccine licensed in Canada
and Europe [91], demonstrating the utility of this vector. In one study, MVA-BN was used to deliver
E3-E2-6K-E1 of EEEV, VEEV, or WEEV in a monovalent vaccine, as a mixture of all three monovalent
vaccines, or in a trivalent formulation [81]. The mixture of the three vaccines and the trivalent
formulation are among the few viral vector vaccines that can provide simultaneous protection against
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EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV. The mixture and trivalent formulations provided significantly higher levels
of protection compared to the empty vector as a control. Although immunization with the mixture
resulted in a numerically higher percentage of survival for EEEV and WEEV challenges and protected
equally well against VEEV challenge compared to the trivalent formulation, either the authors did
not statistically compare the vaccinations against each other or they were not statistically significant.
These data warrant further analyses to determine whether a single trivalent vaccine or a mixture of
monovalent vaccines provides superior cross-protection against encephalitic Alphaviruses.

4.7. Vesicular Stomatitis Virus Vector

The Vesicular stomatitis virus can induce strong cellular and humoral immune responses and has
been used as a vector to protect against several viral infections [92–94]. The same study that tested ISFV
as a vector used vesicular stomatitis virus serotype Indiana (VSIV) as a vector to deliver E3-E2-6K-E1
from VEEV strain ZPC 738 [75]. Like the rISFV-VEEV vaccine, rVSIV-VEEV conferred 100% protection
against a homologous challenge in a mouse model. Evaluating the ultimate utility of this vaccine will
require further testing with heterologous challenge strains: a common theme for most vaccines.

5. Recent Progress in the Development of Plasmid DNA Vaccines

DNA vaccinations routinely deliver a DNA plasmid encoding one or more antigens to induce
an immune response. DNA vaccinations have many advantages: ability to break the cold chain,
easy manipulation, large-scale manufacturing, low cost, molecular stability, and no live components [95].
Breaking the cold chain is particularly important for field deployment and delivery in remote tropical
areas. DNA vaccines may include adjuvants to stimulate the immune system and molecules to
assist in cell targeting and entry. The vector design has been improved by reducing the size of
bacterial backbone regions, such as in the use of bacterial RNA-based (antibiotic free) markers [96–98].
Strategies to optimize the expression of antigens include the addition of an optimal promoter,
immunostimulatory sequences, localization and secretory signals, Kozak sequence, and codon
optimization [99,100]. Drawbacks of DNA vaccines include the potential for autoimmune responses by
eliciting anti-DNA antibodies, the unlikely integration into the host’s genome, extraneous mutations,
and low immunogenicity, often requiring delivery by electroporation, the use of immunostimulatory
adjuvants, multiple doses, and large amounts of DNA [101,102]. Genes encoding EEEV, VEEV,
and WEEV antigens have been cloned into plasmid DNA vaccines and tuned for administration in
mammalian hosts. Table 2 summarizes the viral strains and structural protein regions used for recent
plasmid DNA vaccine candidates.

5.1. DNA Vaccines for EEEV

One recent study described the immunogenicity of a DNA vaccine targeting EEEV [103].
The pcDNA3.1-C-E vaccine included the structural genes C-E3-E2-6K-E1 of EEEV with expression
facilitated by a cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The pCDNA3.1-C-E vaccine induced antiviral
cytokines, high levels of neutralizing antibodies, and T cell responses, but the EEEV challenge was not
assessed. Future studies should assess the ability of pcDNA3.1-C-E to protect against EEEV challenges
in an animal model.
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Table 2. Summary of recent plasmid DNA vaccine candidates for Eastern, Venezuelan, and Western equine encephalitis viruses.

Target Vaccine Genes Animal Model Immunization Doses,
Route

Induced Immune
Responses Challenge Route

% Survival Postchallenge
Reference

CI 1 HI 2 Homologous Heterologous

EEEV pcDNA
3.1(+)-C-E C-E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, IM 3 Yes Yes NT 4 NT NT [104]

VEEV

26S C-E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, gene gun NT Yes Aerosol or SC 5 80–100 NT [105]

DNA-Ad E3-E2-6K BALB/c mice 3×, gene gun and 1×, IN 6 NT Yes Aerosol 83 NT [106]

AG2-5A7 E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, ID 7 NT Yes Aerosol 80 NT

[107]
AG2-5A10 E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, ID NT Yes Aerosol 70 NT

AG4-1C7 E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, ID NT Yes Aerosol 90 NT

AG4-1G2 E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, ID NT Yes Aerosol 100 NT

VEEV DNA C-E3-E2-6K-E1 Cynomolgus
macaques 3×, gene gun NT Yes Aerosol 100 NT [108]

VEEVCO E3-E2-6K-E1

BALB/c mice
2×, IM-EP 8 Yes Yes Aerosol 100 NT [109]

2×, IM Yes Yes Aerosol 50–100 NT [110]

Cynomolgus
macaque 2×, IM-EP NT Yes Aerosol 100 NT [109]

Human 3×, IM-EP NT Yes NT NT NT [111]

VEEVCOCAP C-E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2×, IM-EP NT Yes Aerosol 90 NT [109]

pTC83 iDNA Full-length cDNA BALB/c mice 1×, IM-EP NT Yes SC NT 100 [112]

Multi-epitope
DNA

Partial sequences
of C-E2-E1

BALB/c mice 3×, IM-EP Yes Yes NT NT NT
[113]

HLA-DR3 mice 2×, IM-EP Yes Yes Aerosol 20 NT

WEEV

pVXH-6 C-E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice
4×, gene gun Yes No IN 100 50–62 [114]

3×, gene gun NT NT IN 100 50–63 [115]

pE3-E2-6K-E1 E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, gene gun NT NT IN 100 88–100

[115]pE3-E2 E3-E2 BALB/c mice 3×, gene gun NT NT IN 0 0

p6K-E1 6K-E1 BALB/c mice 3×, gene gun NT NT IN 100 0–75

EEEV, VEEV,
WEEV 3-EEV E3-E2-6K-E1 BALB/c mice 2×-3×, IM-EP Yes Yes Aerosol 100 NT [116]

1 CI, cellular immunity; 2 HI, humoral immunity; 3 IM, intramuscular; 4 NT, not tested; 5 SC, subcutaneous; 6 IN, intranasal; 7 ID, intradermal; and 8 EP, electroporation.
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5.2. DNA Vaccines for VEEV

The use of DNA vaccines has been more extensively studied to prevent VEEV infection, while only
a few studies exist for DNA vaccines targeting EEEV and WEEV. Although several VEEV vaccine
studies are listed in Table 2, the structural genes have been derived from only two strains, viz.,
Trinidad donkey and TC-83. The rationale for selecting these strains is likely in part because of
convenience, the body of literature on TC-83 as a live attenuated vaccine, and viral vectors delivering
structural proteins from these strains. Vaccines 26S [105] and VEEV DNA [108] used sequences
corresponding to structural proteins from Trinidad donkey to create vaccine plasmids delivered via
gene gun. The delivery of vaccine plasmids by electroporation (EP) or gene gun elicits a strong
immune response and requires less DNA, but the tradeoff is often cell death due to its inherent
invasiveness [95]. The 26S vaccine induced IgG antibodies and protected 100% of subcutaneous-
and 80% of aerosol-challenged mice [105]. Furthermore, the VEEV DNA vaccine induced a humoral
immune response and protected two of three macaques from serum viremia, whereas all control
animals developed serum viremia in a nonlethal aerosol challenge [108]. Immunoinformatics was used
to present tailored epitopes of VEEV antigens derived from Trinidad donkey in a multiepitope vaccine,
which induced cellular and humoral immune responses but had a low level of protection against
homologous challenge [113]. Directed molecular evolution was another approach used with the intent
to improve the ability of the cross-protection of DNA vaccines derived from Trinidad donkey [107].
These vaccines (AG2-5A7, AG2-5A10, AG4-1C7, and AG-1G2) yielded 70–100% protection against a
homologous challenge, but a heterologous challenge was not tested. Trinidad donkey sequences were
codon-optimized to improve the protective efficacy of a VEEV DNA vaccine. The VEEVCOCAP and
VEEVCO plasmids were constructed using codon-optimized sequences of Trinidad donkey structural
proteins with or without the capsid, respectively [109]. The capsid was removed from this vaccine
and others, because it can be cytotoxic and inhibit translation [117]. Mice immunized with VEEVCO

had improved neutralization titers compared to VEEVCOCAP, and it was subsequently used in other
studies to evaluate the efficacy in combination with adjuvants [110] and in a Phase 1 clinical trial [111].

For plasmid DNA vaccines, sequences from TC-83 have also been explored. In one study, mice were
immunized with a plasmid DNA vaccine composed in part of E3-E2-6K of TC-83 and boosted with the
earlier described adenovirus vector RAd/VEEV#3 vaccine to improve immunogenicity [106]. This study
found 83% protection against a homologous challenge but failed to assess a heterologous challenge and
used four doses, which is suboptimal for a rapid response. A lack of a heterologous challenge is a major
limitation in most plasmid DNA VEEV vaccine studies. In contrast, a DNA-launched live-attenuated
vaccine of VEEV was created by creating a DNA plasmid encoding the complete genomic RNA of
TC-83 CMV promoter and induced 100% protection against a heterologous challenge after a single
dose [57,112]. The use of the whole genome in a DNA-based vaccine is a novel approach that generates
a live virus and combines the properties of DNA and live attenuated vaccines.

5.3. DNA Vaccines for WEEV

Two studies have provided evidence that a DNA vaccine may be a promising approach against
WEEV infections. The first study developed a plasmid, pVHX-6, containing the C-E3-E2-6K-E1 of
WEEV strain 71V-1658 [114]. Four doses of pVHX-6 delivered intra-muscular with electroporation
(IM-EP) and resulted in elevated cytotoxic T cell activity and complete protection against a homologous
challenge. However, the level of protection dropped to 50–62% when immunized mice were challenged
with heterologous WEEV strains (CBA87 or Fleming). In another study, plasmids were constructed
from different portions of the structural genes from pVHX-6 (i.e., pE3-E2-6K-E1, pE3-E2, or p6K-E1) and
analyzed for protection against a WEEV challenge [115]. In the absence of E1, the vaccine pE3-E2 failed
to protect against a homologous challenge, but plasmids p6K-E1 and pE3-E2-6K-E1, which included
E1, yielded 100% survival. Mice immunized with pE3-E2-6K-E1 were mostly protected against a
heterologous challenge, but other vaccines provided limited protection.
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5.4. Trivalent DNA Vaccines

One trivalent DNA vaccine, 3-EEV, comprised E3-E2-6K-E1 from EEEV strain FL91-4679, VEEV
strain Trinidad donkey, and WEEV strain CBA87 [116]. The 3-EEV vaccine elicited antibody responses
against all three targets and induced complete protection against homologous EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV
challenges. A challenge with a heterologous strain was not tested, but the potential for heterologous
protection was assessed by measuring neutralization activity against a panel of heterologous strains.
Altogether, only three of 13 DNA vaccine studies assessed protection against a heterologous challenge;
easily assessing the breadth of DNA vaccines is an obstacle in this field.

6. Recent Progress in the Development of RNA Vaccines

RNA vaccines have several key advantages including heightened immunogenicity, lower dosing
requirements, and improved antigen expression as compared to DNA vaccines, as well as enhanced
safety and reduced manufacturing time over live-attenuated vaccines [118,119]. Sequence optimization
and the use of modified nucleosides can increase the efficacy of RNA vaccines [120]. RNA can
be delivered as a naked injection or encapsulated to reduced degradation. Recent advances using
1-methylpseudouridine nucleoside-modified RNA against other viruses exhibit greater stability,
persistence, and immunogenicity profiles due to reduced degradation in vivo [121–123]. Drawbacks of
RNA vaccines include unintended immune reactions and instability in vivo and during storage,
as well as multiple dosing requirements to achieve sustained protection [119]. Self-amplifying mRNA
technology utilizes synthetic RNA derived from the viral genome, which is then encapsulated in
lipid nanoparticles or cationic nanoemulsions [124]. This technology has produced an mRNA vaccine
encoding the genome of VEEV strain TC-83 that shows enhanced safety with similar immunogenicity as
an inoculation with the live TC-83 strain and 100% protection against an aerosol VEEV challenge [125].

7. Evaluation of Candidate Vaccine Sequences

Vaccine antigens should elicit robust cross-reactive responses against circulating viruses.
Generally, antigen selection is based on well-known virulence factors or computational discovery
and assessed by in vitro and in vivo methods [126]. The common approach for the development of
encephalitic Alphavirus vaccines is to deliver structural genes (Figure 2) from a reference strain or a
strain in the laboratory collection, such as Trinidad donkey. Although this approach often provides
protection against a homologous challenge, heterologous protection may be weak, because viral
diversity was not considered.

Here, we evaluated coverage of published vaccine sequences against a set of reference genomes
of EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV (Figure 3). Genetic variation can be summarized by the diversity of
fixed-length subsequences, typically denoted as k-mers. Using k = 9 captures the potential linear
epitopes recognized by adaptive immune responses, including both B and T cells [127–129].

We represent the coverage of potential linear epitopes as a form of cumulative distribution
function, in which the proportion of vaccine-matched 9-mers varies as a function of the proportion of
natural sequences (Figure 3). For the capsid, E3, and E1, the VEEV vaccine candidates had similar
coverage, but for E2 and 6K, vaccines derived from ZPC738 covered VEEV isolates at a slightly higher
level compared to others. No single WEEV vaccine candidate covered all five structural polyproteins
better than the others. Vaccines derived from North American EEEV covered EEEV isolates at a higher
level than those derived from South American Madariaga forms. Overall, no candidate vaccine could
cover all of the natural sequences at a level near 100% of the 9-mers.
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Figure 2. Strain origin and gene content of Alphavirus structural, protein-based, viral-vectored, and
plasmid DNA vaccines. Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) vaccines are indicated in purple,
Western (WEEV) vaccines in blue to green, and Eastern (EEEV) vaccines in orange to red; genes not
included in a particular vaccine (NA) are indicated in white.

The coverage function decreased as more natural viral sequences were included because of
increased genetic diversity among variants. Ideally, as in the case of a perfectly conserved viral
protein, the fraction of 9-mers matched would remain high as more natural sequences were considered.
In practice, the function decreased in a stepwise manner, reflecting the within-clade relatedness of the
variants. This phenomenon is related to the known multimodal distribution of pairwise intersequence
differences in the viral taxa, reflecting strains and serotypes within a viral species [130]. Cases where a
vaccine candidate matches a few heterologous 9-mers in other viral species appear as lines at or near
zero over the entire set of natural sequences. A rule of thumb for comparing the distributions is to
consider the area under each line and taking as optimal the distribution that includes the greatest area
and, hence, the greatest coverage of vaccine-matched 9-mers among known natural sequence variants.

For encephalitic Alphaviruses, coverage of the trivalent 3-EEV vaccine is depicted by a thin black
line (Figure 3). It shows greater coverage for EEEV than the other vaccine candidates and slightly
lower coverage for VEEV. This suggests a modified trivalent Alphavirus vaccine design may enable
more broadly protective cross-reactivity.
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Figure 3. Matching of potential linear epitopes (9-amino-acid fragments) in natural sequences by
selected vaccine candidates. Highly similar sequences were removed from an alignment of all available
VEEV-clade, WEEV-clade, and EEEV-clade sequences in GenBank in November 2019. For each vaccine,
the fraction of vaccine-matched 9-mers, “9-mer coverage”, was computed for each sequence; sequences
were plotted in descending rank order of coverage. For example, for the E3 protein, vaccine pVXH-6
covers ~50% of WEEV isolates at a level of 82% of 9-mers or better (those to the left of the red dot),
whereas 32% of isolates (those to the right of the gold dot, x-axis value 0.68 and above) are covered at a
level of 41% or less. Colors identify candidate vaccines as in Figure 2.

8. Conclusions and Future Directions

Structural gene sequences were obtained from 32 published viral-vectored and plasmid DNA
vaccines. These candidate vaccine sequences were derived from relatively few isolates: VEEV strains
Trinidad donkey/TC-83 and ZPC738; WEEV strains 71V-1658, CBA87, CO92-1356, and McMillan-1941;
and EEEV strains BeAr436087, FL91-4679, FL93-939, and NC_003899. This is a limited sampling from
a large pool of genetic diversity. Polyvalent formulations improve the coverage of potential linear
epitopes. The selection of optimal sequences in candidate EEEV, VEEV, and WEEV vaccines could
improve the breath of coverage and could be useful in selecting optimal multivalent combinations for
protective immunity across the equine encephalitic Alphaviruses.

Coverage of potential linear epitopes was advanced as a method to compare candidate immunogens
against such highly variable pathogens as HIV-1 [127,131–135], HCV [136,137], and Filoviridae [138–140].
The approach is motivated by the high density of experimentally confirmed epitopes throughout viral
proteomes, extreme diversity of known HLA alleles, and the regional variation in dominant viral
strains. Rather than an over-engineer an antigen for a particular HLA type, the intent of maximizing
coverage is to realize the greatest potential vaccine-induced immunity over the diversity of human
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populations. Driven by viral sequence data from genetic databases, it seeks to represent known
diversity efficiently and is particularly useful for the design of polyvalent vaccines [141].

The currently used vaccine, TC-83, has a myriad of adverse effects and lacks full coverage of
VEEV. There has been remarkable progress since the development of TC-83, including the development
of investigational vaccines and the evaluation of their utility in a trivalent vaccine. Despite these
advances, there are drawbacks to these vaccine candidates, which necessitate further work to move
new therapeutics from the research stage in animal models to human use. Future studies should
place an increased emphasis on evaluating protection against heterologous challenges. Rather than
providing protection only against currently circulating strains, vaccine-design strategies that prioritize
broadly protective immunity may reduce global health threats presented by newly emerging viruses
and zoonotic spillovers. In addition, vaccine formulation and delivery method are important
aspects to consider, as they influence safety and tolerability. Formulation and delivery methods that
enable single-dose vaccines may improve compliance and are better-suited for rapid responses than
multiple-dose vaccine administrations.
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